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ABSTRACT
Memory management across discrete CPU and GPU physical mem-
ory is traditionally achieved through explicit GPU allocations and
data copy or unified virtual memory. The Grace Hopper Superchip,
for the first time, supports an integrated CPU-GPU system page
table, hardware-level addressing of system allocated memory, and
cache-coherent NVLink-C2C interconnect, bringing an alternative
solution for enabling a Unified Memory system. In this work, we
provide the first in-depth study of the system memory management
on the Grace Hopper Superchip, in both in-memory and memory
oversubscription scenarios. We provide a suite of six representative
applications, including the Qiskit quantum computing simulator,
using system memory and managed memory. Using our memory
utilization profiler and hardware counters, we quantify and char-
acterize the impact of the integrated CPU-GPU system page table
on GPU applications. Our study focuses on first-touch policy, page
table entry initialization, page sizes, and page migration. We iden-
tify practical optimization strategies for different access patterns.
Our results show that as a new solution for unified memory, the
system-allocated memory can benefit most use cases with minimal
porting efforts.

KEYWORDS
Grace Hopper, NVLink, NVLink-C2C, unified memory, heteroge-
neous memory

1 INTRODUCTION
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have become pivotal in parallel
computing and high-performance computing (HPC). Today, most
top supercomputers on TOP500 are accelerated with GPUs. The
massive parallelism, high computing throughput, and power effi-
ciency brought by GPUs, make them crucial for compute-intensive
tasks in parallel scientific applications, image processing, and ma-
chine learning, enabling advancements in AI research, data science,
and scientific and engineering challenges.

Memory management across discrete CPU and GPU physical
memory is traditionally achieved through explicit GPU allocations
and data copy. Moreover, workloads on GPUs, such as large lan-
guage models (LLM), quantum computer simulators, and particle
simulations, often require significant memory capacity to store and
process massive datasets. However, GPUs, despite being essential

for accelerating computationally intensive tasks, have limited high-
bandwidth memory in the order of tens of gigabytes. In contrast,
today’s CPU memory on high-end platforms is often in the order of
hundreds of gigabytes. To address the memory capacity bottleneck
faced by GPU-accelerated applications, existing solutions such as
Unified Virtual Memory (UVM) [19] and data object offloading [29]
are proposed to provide software-level approaches that extend GPU
memory capacity by utilizing CPU memory.

Despite their benefits, existing solutions have limitations that
can impact performance and usability. For instance, UVM incurs
large overheads in handling page faults in GPU and suffers from
read/write amplification due to page-level swapping. Data object
offloading requires offline profiling and application refactoring,
limiting solution generality. Moreover, the performance of both
solutions is constrained by data transfer bottlenecks between the
CPU and GPU, as communication latency and bandwidth limita-
tions hinder the overall execution speed [17].

The introduction of the Nvidia Grace Hopper Superchip presents
a new opportunity to address the limitations of existing solutions.
The system interconnects an ARM CPU with an Nvidia H100 GPU
by a cache-coherent interconnect, NVLink-C2C (chip-to-chip). In
this system, a single virtual memory space is shared between the
CPU and GPU (i.e., systemmemory), and address translation is accel-
erated by hardware. This enables application developers to transpar-
ently manage memory across CPU and GPU, while delegating data
transfers to hardware into two levels, i.e., direct remote accesses
at cacheline granularity, and heuristic-guided page migrations. By
leveraging cacheline level access and Address Translation Service
(ATS), which enables full access to all CPU and GPU memory al-
locations, the system memory eliminates the page-fault handling
overhead needed in managed memory in UVM, and minimizes the
need for memory migrations. While managed memory splits the
virtual memory space into both the system page table and GPU
page table, system memory relies on a single system-wide page
table, shared between the CPU and the GPU.

Currently, there is a lack of comprehensive studies on memory
allocation, memory management, and page migration overhead in
the new CPU-GPU coherent system memory on Grace Hopper and
the impact of the integrated system page table. Understanding these
aspects is crucial for developers and researchers to fully harness
the potential of the first hardware-accelerated Unified Memory
system on a CPU-GPU platform. This paper aims to bridge this
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gap and provide insights into the performance implications of the
new Unified Memory solution – system memory, as compared to
the existing alternative, managed memory, in six representative
HPC applications, including the state-of-the-art Qiskit quantum
computer simulator, graph, and scientific applications.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We provide an in-depth analysis of the CPU-GPU integrated page
table on the Grace Hopper Superchip and its implication

• We provide a set of six HPC applications including the Qiskit
quantum computer simulator, using the new system allocated
memory and CUDA managed memory

• We study the memory utilization behavior using a memory pro-
filer and hardware counters on Grace Hopper in both in-memory
and memory oversubscription

• We characterize the impact of first-touch policy, page table entry
initialization, system page size, and page migration mechanisms
in system memory and managed memory on Grace Hopper

2 GRACE HOPPER UNIFIED MEMORY SYSTEM
In this section, we introduce the memory subsystem of the Grace
Hopper Superchip, focusing on hardware- and Operating System-
(OS) level memory management within the single shared CPU-GPU
memory domain. We further discuss how this memory system is
exposed to programmers through two types of unified memory
management solutions: system-allocated memory and CUDA man-
aged memory.

2.1 Memory Subsystem
The Grace Hopper system features a two-tier memory architecture,
with distinct physical memory regions respectively attached to
the Grace CPU and the Hopper GPU. The CPU is connected to
480 GB of LPDDR5X memory, while the GPU is equipped with
96 GB of HBM3 memory. These two processors, GPU and CPU,
are interconnected via the Nvidia NVLink-C2C interconnect. The
two-tier memory system is exposed as two non-uniform memory
access (NUMA) nodes, allowing seamless access to both CPU and
GPU memory.

We evaluated the performance of this memory architecture with
benchmark tests. Using the STREAM benchmark, we measured
memory bandwidth. Results show that the GPU’s HBM3 memory
achieved a bandwidth of 3.4 TB/s, compared to its theoretical band-
width of 4 TB/s. The CPU’s LPDDR5Xmemory reached a bandwidth
of 486 GB/s, close to its theoretical bandwidth of 500 GB/s [20]. Fur-
thermore, using the Comm|Scope benchmark [23], we assessed the
performance of the NVLink-C2C interconnect. We achieved a band-
width of 375 GB/s for host-to-device (H2D) transfers and 297 GB/s
for device-to-host (D2H) transfers, compared to the interconnect’s
theoretical bandwidth of 450 GB/s.

2.1.1 NVLink-C2C Interconnect. In the Grace Hopper system, a
processor (CPU or GPU) can directly access the other processor’s
physical memory over the NVLink-C2C interconnect. This access is
performed at the cacheline granularity, with transfer sizes as small
as 64 bytes on the CPU side and 128 bytes on the GPU side. The
accessed memory is transparently cached in the cache hierarchy
of both processors, as shown in Figure 1. Additionally, the two

Table 1: A list of Memory Management Types

Memory
Location

Allocation
Interface

PTE
Init

Cache
Coherent

Migration
Granularity

CPU/GPU malloc() CPU Yes
transparent
128 byte
64KB

CPU/GPU cudaMallocManaged() CPU Yes transparent
2MB

GPU cudaMalloc()
cuMemCreate()

GPU No explicit
1 byte

CPU

numa_alloc_onnode()
cudaMallocHost()
cudaHostAlloc()
cuMemCreate()

CPU No explicit
1 byte

processors’ caches are fully coherent. Atomic operations can also
be issued on the NVLink-C2C interconnect, allowing any processor
to atomically read and modify a physical memory location. These
features are implemented at the hardware level and do not require
user intervention, following Arm’s AMBA CHI protocol.

2.1.2 System-level Address Translation. In the Grace Hopper mem-
ory system, the Grace CPU features a unique hardware unit called
the System Memory Management Unit (SMMU) [21], defined in
Arm’s SMMUv3 specification. The SMMU is responsible for translat-
ing virtual addresses to physical addresses by performing page table
walks. Compared to a traditional MMU, the SMMU provides addi-
tional support for virtual-to-physical address translation requests
from the GPU.

Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of an access to a virtual address
location on the Grace Hopper system, when the virtual-to-physical
mapping is cached in the GPU TLBs, in the situation where the data
is CPU-resident. (1) A GPU thread accesses a virtual address. (2)
The data is not cached in the GPU cache hierarchy. This generates
a cache miss. (3) The virtual address is looked up in the GPU TLBs
(Translation Lookaside Buffers) for virtual-to-physical translation.
As the translation is already cached, it is used to perform an access
to physical memory. (4) The GMMU initiates a direct memory ac-
cess (DMA) over the NVLink-C2C interconnect, at the cacheline
granularity. (5) The requested access is performed from CPU mem-
ory, and send back to the GPU. (6) The access is completed, and
memory is cached in the regular GPU cache hierarchy.

Compared to pre-Grace Hopper systems, which rely on GPU
page fault handling to access CPU memory, this new approach
has two main implications. First, GPU accesses to CPU-located
memory no longer systematically trigger GPU page faults. Second,
page faults are now generated by the SMMU and can be directly
handled by the operating system’s page fault handling mechanism,
simplifying the overall process.

2.1.3 Memory Management in Grace Hopper. The Grace Hopper
system utilizes two distinct page tables: a system-wide page table
and a GPU-exclusive page table. The choice of page table for a mem-
ory allocation depends on the specific programmer-level API used.
Table 1 summarizes memory allocation APIs on a Grace Hopper
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Figure 1: An overview architecture of the Grace Hopper platform that interconnects CPU and GPU with high-throughput
cache-coherent NVLink-C2C.

system into three categories: allocations in CPU physical memory
only, allocations in GPU physical memory only, and allocations
that can reside in either CPU or GPU physical memory.

An Integrated System-wide Page Table. The Grace Hopper
system introduces a system-wide page table, located in CPU mem-
ory. The operating system directly accesses this page table, creates
and manages page table entries (PTEs). The SMMU uses this page
table to provide virtual-to-physical address translation for both
the CPU (when required by user applications) and the GPU (when
requested over the NVLink-C2C interconnect). Memory pages in
the system-wide page table can be physically located in either CPU
or GPU memory, and they use the system page size, which is de-
fined at the operating system level and constrained by the CPU
architecture capabilities. When using the Grace CPU, the page size
is either 4 KB or 64 KB.

A GPU-exclusive Page Table. The Grace Hopper system re-
tains the local GPU page table from previous generations of Nvidia
GPUs. This page table, located in GPU memory and only accessible
by the GPU, stores virtual-to-physical translations for cudaMalloc
allocations and cudaMallocManaged allocations when the physical
location of the managed memory is on the GPU. The page size used
by this page table is 2 MB.

In this work, we focus on allocations where data can be resident
in either CPU or GPU physical memory, namely system-allocated
memory and CUDA managed memory, as detailed in the following
sections.

2.2 System-Allocated Memory
System-allocated memory refers to memory allocated using stan-
dard methods like the C standard library function malloc(), which
exclusively uses the system page table and relies on the operating
system to manage the virtual memory space of a process.

In general, when malloc is called, the operating system creates
page table entries in the system page table without assigning phys-
ical memory to those pages. This allows for over-subscription and
improves performance by mapping only accessed pages to physical
memory. During the first access to a virtual address in the allocation,

known as first-touch, a page fault is triggered since the accessed
virtual page is not mapped to physical memory. The operating sys-
tem handles this page fault by identifying unused physical memory
for the requested page, updating the page table, and replaying the
memory access. On Grace Hopper, this process applies to both CPU
and GPU first-touch accesses.

When a GPU thread generates a first-touch access to a virtual
address, a GPU TLB miss is triggered. As a result, the GPU’s ATS-
TBU (Translation Buffer Unit) generates an address translation
request and sends it to the SMMU over NVLink-C2C. To answer
the request, the SMMU performs a page table walk in the system
page table. If no physical memory is allocated to the page, the
SMMU issues a page fault. OS handles the fault by updating the
page table entry to point to GPU physical memory, as the first-
touch originated from a GPU thread. Once the physical address
is stored in the GPU’s TLB, GPU threads can perform memory
access using direct memory access to the physical memory address,
potentially located in CPUmemory, over NVLink-C2C, as described
in Section 2.1.1, and pictured in Figure 1.

2.2.1 Automatic Delayed Access-counter-based Migrations. In order
to improve performance of applications which use system-allocated
memory, the Grace Hopper system can be configured to automat-
ically migrate memory regions between GPU and CPU physical
memory [20].It is important to note here that this migration is dif-
ferent and independent from AutoNUMA migrations used in the
Linux kernel. Thanks to the fully-coherent GPU-CPU memory and
direct memory access capabilities of Grace Hopper, this automatic
migration feature is purely aimed at enhancing performance and
does not intend to overcome technical limitations.

The default migration strategy, detailed in Nvidia’s open-source
GPU driver1, relies on hardware counters to track GPU accesses
to memory ranges.When a counter value exceeds a user-defined
threshold (by default, 256), the GPU issues a notification in the form
of a hardware interrupt, which is handled by the GPU driver on
the CPU. The driver then determines whether to migrate the pages
belonging to the associated virtual memory region. The intent of
1https://github.com/NVIDIA/open-gpu-kernel-modules/

https://github.com/NVIDIA/open-gpu-kernel-modules/
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this strategy is to automatically migrate pages that are heavily
accessed by the GPU from CPU memory to GPU memory, thereby
improving performance.

2.3 CUDA Managed Memory
CUDA managed memory, introduced since CUDA 6.0, aims to pro-
vide a single virtual address space shared between CPU and GPU
while still relying on two distinct page tables, one for the CPU
and another for the GPU. CUDA managed memory is primarily a
software abstraction, implemented as part of the CUDA runtime
libraries and the Nvidia GPU driver.

Programmers create managed memory allocations using the
cudaMallocManaged() function. Similar to malloc, for post-Pascal
systems, the virtual memory is not immediately mapped to phys-
ical memory. Instead, the location of the first-touch triggers this
mapping operation. The performance of CUDA managed memory
highly depends on hardware of the underlying system.

2.3.1 On-demand page migration. CUDA managed memory relies
on on-demand page migration to enable both GPU and CPU to ac-
cess the shared virtual memory range. When the GPU tries to access
a page, a page fault is triggered if a GPU TLB miss occurs and the
GMMU fails to find the virtual address in the GPU-exclusive page
table. This page fault causes a page migration from CPU memory
to GPU memory. Meanwhile, when GPU memory is overwhelmed,
pages can also be evicted to CPU memory. A similar page retrieval
process occurs for CPU access to GPU-resident memory.

Coherent dynamic memory allocation was introduced on Power9
platforms [22] in CUDA 9.2. This feature is supported by the ATS,
which enables hardware-level address translations by allowing
direct communication between CPU andGPUMMUs and eliminates
the need for software-level address translation.

2.3.2 Speculative prefetching. In addition to on-demand page mi-
gration, speculative prefetching strategies are used to migrate pages
before they are accessed, in order to reduce the page fault han-
dling overhead of CUDA managed memory on the critical path.
These strategies include explicit prefetching, triggered through the
cudaMemPrefetchAsync API, and implicit prefetching performed
by GPU hardware prefetchers [9]. Although these prefetchingmech-
anisms are not technically required on the Grace Hopper system, as
the direct memory access capabilities allow for low-overhead access
to remote memory at a cacheline granularity without triggering
page faults, our experiments showed that prefetching mechanisms
are still employed when using CUDA managed memory.

3 METHODOLOGY
We use a Grace Hopper system as our testbed. It consists of a Grace
CPU, i.e., a 72-core ARM Neoverse V2 CPU, and an Nvidia H100
GPU. The CPU has 480 GB LPDDR5X memory, and the GPU has
96 GB HBM3 memory. This system executes RHEL 9.3 with CUDA
12.4, with Nvidia GPU driver 550.54.15. The system is configured
by [21]: (1) Automatic NUMA Scheduling and Balancing is disabled
because the additional page-faults introduced by AutoNUMA can
significantly hurt GPU-heavy application performance; (2) New
allocations are not newly allocated pages and heap objects with
zeroes by default and CONFIG_INIT_ON_ALLOC_DEFAULT_ON

Table 2: A summary of applications, access patterns, and
input problems (𝑥 × 𝑦 indicates a 2D input problem).

Name Description Pattern Input
Qiskit [26] Quantum Volume Simulation Mixed 30-34 qubits
Needle Needleman-Wunsch algorithm Irregular 32k × 32k
Pathfinder 2-D grid pathfinding algorithm Regular 100k × 20k
BFS Graph processing problem. Breadth-first search Mixed 16M nodes
Hotspot Differential equation solver for thermal simulation Regular 16k × 16k
SRAD Speckle Reducing Anisotropic Diffusion Irregular 20k × 20k

is off and init_on_alloc=0 parameter. Furthermore, we set the page
migration notification threshold to the default value of 256.

3.1 Applications
We select a set of six applications representing different access
patterns in HPC applications. This selection includes five applica-
tions from the Rodinia benchmark suite [4]: bfs, needle, pathfinder,
hotspot, and srad. We further include in our evaluation the state-of-
the-art Qiskit quantum computer simulator [26]. Table 2 presents
those applications, alongwith access patterns found in the literature,
and problem sizes. Three different access patterns are described in
this table: regular, which refers to applications with dense mem-
ory accesses to contiguous virtual address ranges; irregular, which
refers to applications performing sparse accesses over a large range
virtual addresses; and mixed, for applications exhibiting both ir-
regular and regular behaviors over different regions. Those access
patterns are presented in details in [12]. The Quantum Volume
simulation uses a state-vector quantum simulator, which exhibits a
mixed access pattern. This simulator is evaluated on the previous
generation of Nvidia GPUs, without NVLink-C2C interconnect,
in [8]. In this setup, the CPU-GPU data transfers are identified to
be a major performance bottleneck in large-qubits scenarios, which
makes the Grace Hopper Superchip an entailing platform to execute
such workload.

We derive two versions for each application, one using CUDA
managed memory and one using system-allocated memory. For
this purpose, we first identify candidate memory allocations to
replace, by locating explicit host-to-device data movements in the
code. We replace the destination and source buffers in those data
transfers by a single buffer, allocated using one of the two unified
memory allocators, either the system-level allocator (malloc) or
CUDA managed memory allocator (cudaMallocManaged). GPU-
only buffers, which are never meant be accessed by the CPU, and
are typically only used for storing intermediary results on the GPU,
are still allocated with cudaMalloc.

Removing explicit data transfers also effectively removes some
synchronization points, we instead add explicit CUDA device syn-
chronization calls, in order to ensure that the semantics of the
application is preserved, and that no race condition is present.

For small-scale benchmarks, we use CPU timers to measure exe-
cution of the various execution phases of each application, through
the C standard library function gettimeofday. This timing method
has a low overhead (< 1 𝜇𝑠), compared to the measured quanti-
ties (> 1𝑚𝑠). To provide consistent measurements across different
versions of the same application, and across different applications,
we established several phases which are common to all applica-
tion: GPU context initialization and argument parsing, allocation,
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t0
cudaMalloc()
t1
cpu_init_data
t2
cudaMemcpy(H2D)
gpu_kernel<<<>>>()
cudaMemcpy(D2H)
cudaDeviceSynchronize();
t3

t0
malloc()/cudaMallocManaged()
t1
cpu_init_data
t2

gpu_kernel<<<>>>()

cudaDeviceSynchronize();
t3

Original code Unified Memory

Figure 2: A snippet of code transformation from a typical
CUDA code with explicit memory copy to Unified Memory.

CPU-side buffers initialization, computation, and de-allocation. Fig-
ure 2 presents a comparison in pseudo-code of original code and
our modified version, on this figure, the duration for allocation,
CPU-side initialization, and computation phases are respectively
𝑡1 − 𝑡0, 𝑡2 − 𝑡1, 𝑡3 − 𝑡2.

In Rodinia benchmarks, the CPU-side initialization is single-
threaded and generally involves intensive I/O operations. In some
cases, this phase represents more than 95% of the overall application
runtime. Moreover, since CPU-side initialization is only limited by
CPU and I/O performance, the execution time difference for this
phase is negligible for all versions of the same application. For those
reasons, we exclude this phase when reporting absolute timing.

We performed the quantum computing simulator experiments
with Qiskit-Aer, an open-source implementation that is capable of
using GPUs as a backend through CUDA and the thrust library.
As our experiments are based on a statevector simulator, the main
data structure that serves as a buffer of the statevector requires
8 ∗ 2𝑁𝑞𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 bytes of memory. For porting to Unified Memory, we
use the same approach as for the Rodinia applications. In addition,
for thrust-related memory allocations, we define a custom memory
allocator, using either cudaMallocManaged() or malloc().

By default, the simulator already supports heterogeneous archi-
tectures through an explicit exchange of chunks between CPU and
GPU in case the circuit’s memory requirement exceeds the avail-
able memory on the GPU. In order to avoid this explicit copying in
our unified memory approach, the maximum available memory is
changed from only considering the GPU memory to considering
the whole system’s memory.

As a benchmark we use the Quantum Volume Circuit simulating
up to 34 qubits, where up to 33 qubits fit into GPU memory and 34
qubits exceeds GPU memory. At the core of the simulation are a
series of matrix multiplications that benefit from a high memory
throughput.

3.2 Profiling Tools
In order to construct a memory profile of our applications, we
develop a simple memory profiling tool. The intent is to capture
the memory usage of a process for both CPU physical memory and
GPU physical memory. For the CPU usage of the process, we use the
resident set size (RSS), as reported on a per-process basis. Resident
set size represents the number of pages which are actively used by
a process, that is, which are directly mapped to physical memory;
this value is accessible through the /proc/<pid>/smaps_rollup
interface. For the GPU memory, we use the GPU used memory

value provided by nvidia-smi, which includes memory footprint
for cudaMalloc, cudaMallocManaged, and system-level allocations,
for GPU-resident pages. This value is system-wide, and comprises
a ~600 MB driver-induced baseline value.

The sampling period is set by the user. In our experiments, we
use a sampling period of 100 ms. Memory profiles obtained with
our profiling tool for hotspot and Qiskit are presented respectively
in Figure 4, and Figure 5.

We use Nvidia Nsight Systems to identify GPU page faults, and
page migration for managed memory. It is important to note here
that this tool is only reliable for managed memory, as page faults in
system-allocated memory are not reported. For kernel-level charac-
terization, we use the Memory Workload Analysis tool in Nvidia
Nsight Compute to quantify memory traffic associated with each
GPU kernel launch; this includes traffic over NVLink-C2C, system
memory, and global GPU memory.

We use two setups for oversubscription scenarios. First, for
Qiskit, as the memory footprint for 𝑁𝑞𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 ≥ 34 exceeds the avail-
able GPU memory, such problem gives a natural oversubscription
scenario. Second, we use a simulated oversubscription scenario.
This setup is used for Rodinia applications and Qiskit for when
𝑁𝑞𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 ≤ 33, as the maximal memory footprint for this scenario
does not exceed the total GPU memory. To emulate oversubscrip-
tion, we create a 𝑁 -byte cudaMalloc allocation. We then measure
the amount of free GPU memory𝑀𝑔𝑝𝑢 . This represents the mem-
ory which the application will be able to use on the GPU. We
obtain the oversubscription ratio using 𝑅𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑏 = 𝑀𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘/𝑀𝑔𝑝𝑢 ,
where 𝑀𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 is the peak application GPU memory usage, mea-
sured using our memory profiling tool described in Section 3.2, in
a non-oversubscribed case.

4 OVERVIEW
In this section, we present an overview of comparing the two Uni-
fied Memory solutions – system-allocated memory and CUDAman-
aged memory, with the traditional explicit copy implementation
in six applications. Figure 3 presents the relative performance of
each application compared to their original version that uses ex-
plicit GPU allocations and data transfer between CPU and GPU
(denoted as explicit). Note that no explicit optimizations are applied
to the two versions. They represent the results after applying the
code transformation described in Section 3. In these experiments,
applications fit in GPU memory and automatic page migration in
system memory is disabled.

Overall, the relative performance of the system memory and
managed memory versions can be categorized into two classes. In
applications, such as needle, pathfinder, hotspot, bfs, and Quantum
Volume simulations of 17-20 qubits, the system memory version
outperforms the managed memory version. The managed memory
will trigger page faults when the GPU accesses data that is not in
GPU memory, and start on-demand page migration. As pointed in
multiple existing works [2, 9], the page fault handling can cause
higher overhead than the data migration itself. The new cache-
coherent NVlink-C2C enables direct data access to CPU memory
at cacheline level without involving the expensive page fault mech-
anism, attributing to the observed speedup. For some cases, such
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as needle and pathfinder, the system memory version even outper-
forms the original explicit version. As shown in Section 5, there
could be a significant difference in the allocation and de-allocation
time depending on the type of memory management in use.

In contrast, for SRAD and Quantum Volume simulations of 21-23
qubits, the managed memory version outperforms the system mem-
ory version. Our in-depth analysis in Section 5 identifies the main
factors coming from the data structures that are initialized on GPU
and the different sizes of the integrated system pages and GPU-
exclusive pages. We note that Quantum Volume simulations have
higher performance in the original version than the two unified
memory versions. This is expected as the original version imple-
ments a sophisticated data movement pipeline and represents the
ideal performance. As shown in Section 6, with the optimization
of prefetching applied into the managed memory version, we can
achieve performance close to that of the explicit version. As shown

in Section 5.2, the performance of system-allocated memory im-
proves significantly when increasing the system page size and has
high dependency in initialization phase.

We also identified a difference in behavior for the GPU con-
text initialization. In the traditional explicit version and managed
memory version, memory allocations, and data transfer are done
through specific CUDA APIs before kernel launches, which implic-
itly initialize GPU context. However, in the systemmemory version,
due to the absence of explicit CUDA memory allocation and data
copy API calls, GPU context initialization occurs within the first
kernel launch, apparently prolonging the computation time.

To understand the different memory utilization patterns in the
two unified memory versions, we leverage our memory profiler to
characterize the six tested applications. Due to space limit, we only
present two types of memory usage.

Figure 4 presents the memory usage over time in hotspot. In the
system memory version, GPU memory usage stabilizes over the
whole execution while the system memory usage slowly ramp up
first till the end of initialization phase and then stabilize throughout
the computation. In contrast, in the managed memory version,
the system memory usage also slowly ramp up initially. However,
once in the computation phase, GPU access to data triggers page
migration, and a steep decrease in system memory and a sharp
increase in GPU memory usage is observed. As discussed in the
previous sections, hotspot represents a typical class of existing GPU
applications, where data structures used in GPU computation are
initialized on CPU.

Figure 5 presents the memory usage over time in the Quantum
Volume simulation. In this application, the end-to-end execution is
significantly prolonged in the system memory version, compared
to the managed memory version. However, we also notice that
the main difference is only constrained in the initialization phase,
where the GPU memory usage slowly ramps up in the system mem-
ory version (orange) but quickly reaches the peak in the managed
memory version (blue). In fact, the computation phase in both ver-
sions are similar. We present a detailed analysis in Sections 5.1.2
and 6.
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5 CPU-GPU INTEGRATED SYSTEM PAGE
TABLE

In this section, we focus on first-touch page placement and system
page size, two main aspects that can affect the impact of the CPU-
GPU integrated system page table on GPU applications.

5.1 First-touch Page Placement
System memory uses a first-touch placement policy and pages
always reside in the system page table, while managed memory also
uses a first-touch placement policy but pages may reside in either
the system page table or GPU page table, depending on its physical
location. To compare their sensitivity to the first-touch policy, we
use two sets of benchmarks, representing GPU-initialized (srad and
qiskit) and CPU-initialized benchmarks (bfs, hotspot, pathfinder,
and needle).

5.1.1 CPU-side initialization. The common programming model of
GPU-accelerated HPC applications is to perform data initialization,
often including pre-processing, on the CPU before offloading data
onto the GPU for computation. In such a pattern, the first-touch
policy will cause pages to be placed on the CPU during initialization.
When the computation phase starts, in managed memory, data is
migrated on demand to the GPU memory often with additional
pages from speculative prefetching, which will result in both traffic
on the NVLink-C2C and increased GPU memory utilization. In-
stead, in the system memory, data will not be migrated on access
but deferred, which will result in only traffic on the NVLink-C2C
link and no immediately increased GPU memory utilization. Con-
sequently, memory usage as shown in Figure 4 and the measured
traffic over NVLink-C2C signify the difference in the two patterns.

5.1.2 GPU-side initialization. When data is initialized and first
touched by GPU, as in SRAD and Qiskit, CUDA managed mem-
ory and system-allocated memory exhibit significantly different
behaviors. With CUDA managed memory, as shown in Figure 5),
the initialization is much shorter than that in the system memory
version, and no page migration is performed during the computa-
tion phase, as the first touch by GPU has directly mapped data to
GPU memory. With system memory, the GPU first-touch policy
triggers a replayable page fault, as the page being first-touched
is neither present in the GMMU page table, nor through address
translation. The CPU then handles the page fault and populates the
system page table, therefore slowing down the initialization time
on the GPU. Consequently, the initialization phase is significantly
longer, as shown in Figure 9.

Comparing the two initialization schemes, we note that system-
allocated memory performs better in cases of CPU-side initializa-
tion as the page faults are both triggered and handled on the CPU
side, whereas in the GPU-side initialization, page table initializa-
tion on the CPU-side significantly slows down the execution. In
the latter cases, we observed that CUDA managed memory per-
formed better. We propose new strategies that can potentially re-
duce the impact of the page table entry creation when using system-
allocated memory. For applications with CPU-side initialization,
the cudaHostRegister function can be used to pre-populate the
page table on the CPU side. However, we measured the cost of
this call to be in the range of an additional 300 ms in the Rodinia
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application srad. Similar results can also be achieved by adding an
artificial pre-initialization loop into the CPU code, which eliminates
the overhead of the CUDA API call.

5.2 System Page Size
The system page size has impact on both the system allocated
memory and CUDA managed memory. All pages in a system allo-
cation use the system page size, while only pages resident on CPU
memory in the managed memory uses the system page size. The
system page sizes mainly impacts the page initialization overhead
that often occurs in application initialization phase, and migration
performance between CPU and GPU memory that often occurs in
the computation phase. Therefore, we breakdown each application
into these two main phases to study the impact of system page
sizes.

We run each application in the system memory version by con-
figuring the system pages in 4 KB and 64 KB, respectively. Figure 6
compares the allocation and de-allocation time in each Rodina ap-
plication. A noticeable difference between 4 KB and 64 KB pages
lies in the de-allocation time, which is significantly higher in 4 KB
system pages, for all applications. Four out of five applications have
nearly negligible allocation time. As expected, both allocation and
de-allocation time reduce significantly in 64 KB system pages com-
pared to 4 KB system pages (4.6×-38× with an average of 15.9×),
as more pages need to be used for the same allocation.

Interestingly, Rodinia applications, with the exception of SRAD,
exhibit lower compute time for 4 KB pages compared to 64 KB
pages (1.1×-2.1×). Figure 7 compares the computation time of these
applications in the two page sizes. One possible reason for the lower
performance in 64 KB pages pages is the granularity of migrated
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Figure 9: Time breakdown in the initialization and computa-
tion phase in a 33-qubit Quantum Volume simulation in the
systemmemory (left) and managed memory (right) versions.

pages may cause amplification, resulting in unused data being mi-
grated. This performance loss could also partially be attributed
to the automatic migrations that might incur temporary latency
increase when the computation accesses on pages that are being
migrated, reducing performance. In Rodinia applications, this is par-
ticularly noticeable as applications have a short computation time,
where migrated data may not be sufficiently reused. For SRAD, the
trend appears to be different, as this particular algorithm perform
several iterations on the same data. As such, it can benefit from
automatic data migration. Users can tune the threshold for migra-
tion (see Section 2.2.1) to delay page migrations. Detailed results
on automatic page migration are presented for this application in
Section 6.

Figure 8 compares the performance of Qiskit Quantum Volume
simulations at an increased number of qubits using either 64 KB or
4 KB system pages. For both managed memory and system mem-
ory, the system page size has a noticeable impact on performance,
bringing up to 2.5× and 4× speedup, respectively. However, with
an increasing problem size, the speedup in the managed memory
version is decreasing while the speedup in the system memory
version is increasing. Starting from 25 qubits, the managed memory
version has similar performance in the two page sizes but almost
4× speedup is observed in the system memory version.

In particular, Figure 9 compares the execution time for the 33-
qubit case, using 4 KB or 64 KB pages, for both memory allocation
methods. In CUDA managed memory, when using 64 KB pages,
the execution time is 10% lower than with 4 KB pages. This limited
impact of the system page size is expected, as Qiskit has GPU-side
data initialization, and CUDA managed memory uses the GPU
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Figure 10: The execution time per iteration (top) and the
memory traffic (bottom) throughout the computational
phase of 12 iterations of the SRAD application.

page table for GPU-resident data, with a constant 2 MB page size,
independent of system page size.

In system memory, the impact of changing the page size to 64 KB
is significant, where the overall runtime for 33-qubit is reduced by a
factor of 2.9×. While the computation time remains stable between
page sizes, the initialization time is drastically reduced with 64 KB
pages, with a 5× improvement. This difference highlights the cost
of GPU-side page initialization, as described in Section 5.1.2, where
memory pages are first-touched on the GPU-side, and page table
initialization is performed on the CPU-side, representing a notable
bottleneck in the application.

6 PAGE MIGRATION
In this section, we evaluate the impact of page migrations on Grace
Hopper on real applications. In particular, we compare the new au-
tomatic access-counter-based strategy in system-allocated memory
on Grace Hopper with the on-demand page migration strategy in
CUDA managed memory. Experiments in this this section all use
64 KB system pages.

An application needs to have access patterns that can clearly
expose hot pages to exploit the access-counter-based strategy in
system-allocated memory. We examined all the test applications
and choose SRAD as this application uses an iterative algorithm
in its computation phase. Therefore, with a sufficient number of
iterations, the access-counter-based page migration should migrate
pages repeatedly accessed during computation iterations into GPU
memory. Meanwhile, the on-demand page migration in the man-
aged system version should migrate all accessed pages on their first
access.

Figure 10 presents the measured execution time for each iter-
ation in SRAD, for the two memory management versions. For
the managed memory version, due to page migration in the first
iteration, the execution time of this iteration is significantly higher
than the other iterations.
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In the system memory version, from a performance standpoint,
the computational phase consists of three sub-phases, as separated
by dashed line on Figure 10.

The first phase corresponds to the first iteration, with high exe-
cution time, primarily caused by the overhead of GPU first-touch on
system-allocated data, as memory pages must be initialized on the
CPU-side. The second phase (iteration 2-4), exhibits a decreasing
iteration time but still slower than that of the managed memory
version. In the final phase (iteration 5 and above), the iteration time
stabilizes and outperform the managed memory version.

We further measure the memory traffic in each computation
iteration in SRAD and correlate it with the runtime in Figure 10.
For both system-allocated and managed versions, we report the
memory read from GPU memory, and remote memory reads over
NVLink-C2C. In the managed memory version, all reads are per-
formed from GPU memory, even for the first iteration, where pages
are being migrated, and exhibit non-zero reads over NVLink-C2C.
This is because in managed memory, pages are first migrated, and
then read from local GPU memory. In the system memory version,
we observe that memory reads over NVLink-C2C decreases as reads
from GPU memory increases gradually in iteration 1-4. This obser-
vation confirms that the access-pattern-based automatic migrations
are being triggered in this stage, which hinders performance in
this period. After the entire working set has been migrated to GPU
memory, that is, for iterations 5-12, memory reads over NVLink-
C2C remain nearly zero while reads from GPU memory stabilize at
1.5 GB per iteration. Consequently, the performance in iterations
5-12 improves to outperform that of the managed memory version.

For system memory, in SRAD, no memory migration from GPU
memory to CPU memory is observed. The main reason is that al-
though some GPU-resident data is read from CPU in computation
phase, those reads are not significant enough compared to GPU
reads to trigger automatic migration from GPU to CPU. This behav-
ior is also expected as it is not be desirable to migrate pages with
low CPU-initiated accesses, where GPU-residency is preferable,
while on-demand page migration in the managed memory may
cause page thrashing in such scenarios.

7 MEMORY OVERSUBSCRIPTION
In this section, we study the performance and efficiency of the two
unified memory solutions, in memory oversubscription situations.
In an oversubscription scenario, the working set of applications
exceeds the available GPU memory. Thus, data accessed might not
be in GPU memory. Two approaches might address this issue on
the Grace Hopper system. First, pages can be evicted from GPU
memory, and the required pages can be migrated into GPU. This is
the expected behavior for CUDA managed memory. In addition, as
Grace Hopper supports direct memory access over NVLink-C2C,
data in CPU memory can be remotely accessed without migration.

We first evaluate the relative speed of the systemmemory version
compared to the managed memory version at increased memory
oversubscription. Figure 11 presents the results of all six applica-
tions. All applications are run with 4 KB system pages. The sys-
tem memory version of Rodinia applications, BFS, hotspot, needle,
pathfinder, are less affected by oversubscription than the managed
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tation of a 30-qubit quantum volume simulation (left) and a
34-qubit quantum volume simulation (right).

versions, as indicated by the increased speedup at increased over-
subscription. This trend is because that the system-memory version
always places data on CPU memory, and performs accesses over
NVLink-C2C link. However, in the managed memory version, data
is being migrated to the GPU, and evicted when the GPU memory
has been exhausted. This eviction and migration process signifi-
cantly impacts the performance.

Only SRAD exhibits a high impact on its runtime when over-
subscribing memory. We further analyze each iteration at different
oversubscription ratios. We observe that as oversubscription is
increased, the gap between the system memory version and the
managed memory version increases. Profiling results suggest that
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this is induced by large-size page migrations in the managed ver-
sion, while only small-size remote accesses are performed in the
system memory version.

For the 34-qubits quantum volume simulation (about 130% GPU
memory oversubscription), a significant slowdown with managed
memory is observed compared to the explicit copy version. Further
analysis reveals that no page is migrated and all data is accessed
over NVLink-C2C at a low bandwidth. We optimize the managed
memory version using CUDA managed memory prefetching to
transform the majority of data access to be read locally from GPU
memory. As shown in Figure 12, we use memory traffic between
L1 and L2 caches as an indication of data rate being fed to the GPU
for computation. Clearly, in the managed 4 KB system pages case,
the computation is throttled due to the slow NVLink-C2C traffic,
which throttles throughput between L1 and L2. After applying the
prefetch optimization, the throughput between L1 and L2 mostly is
greatly improved, as most throughput comes from GPU memory.

In previous in-memory scenarios, CUDA managed memory in
both 4 KB and 64 KB pages exhibits similar execution times. How-
ever, in oversubscription scenarios, the system page size shows a
high impact on execution time. In the 34-qubit quantum simulation,
as shown in Figures 12 and 13, switching from 4 KB to 64 KB system
pages shortens initialization and accelerates page migration by 58%.
Interestingly, the 30-qubit simulation shows a different preference
on the system page size, nearly 3× slower computation when using
64 KB system pages as shown in Figure 13. This is unexpected, as
the page size for GPU-resident memory is 2 MB in managed mem-
ory, and is not modified by the system page size. We suggest that
this difference is due to some pages being evicted to CPU memory
where the system page size is used. In the case of 64 KB pages, when
those pages are migrated back to the GPU, the amount of migrated
memory at a time is higher than 4 KB, affecting performance.

In case of natural oversubscription in Qiskit (i.e. 34 qubits) with
managed memory, we observed the above described eviction hap-
pening at the beginning of the simulation for the duration of the
initialization phase. Afterwards, no migration (and accordingly no
further eviction) is performed throughout the remaining compu-
tation phase of the simulation and data is only accessed via the
NVLink-C2C link.Withmanual migrations, i.e., explicit prefetching,
the initial eviction is still taking place, but the prefetching causes
data to be migrated back into the GPU memory, which results in
higher performance, as described earlier.

For system memory, the 34 qubits case, i.e. natural oversubscrip-
tion, could not be simulated with neither 4 KB nor 64 KB page sizes.
Therefore, we use the simulated oversubscription using 30 qubits
as a base, which requires approximately 8 GB of memory. Starting
with 4 KB pages, when looking at page eviction, we can observe that
for the oversubscription scenario with CUDA managed memory,
there is a longer page eviction phase observable from GPU memory
indicating the initialization phase at the beginning of the run. With
system memory, no eviction is happening however.

8 RELATEDWORKS
Characterization. Early evaluation of the Grace Hopper Superchip
from an application perspective has been conducted [30], along

with evaluation of the Grace CPU [3].While those work provide per-
formance measurements, utilization and evaluation of the system-
allocated memory on Grace Hopper is still widely unexplored. Li
et al. [15] propose to leverage automatic page migrations, enabled
by the GraceHopper Superchip, in the context of BLAS computation.
Our work focuses on providing an evaluation of the Grace Hopper
system-allocated memory using a range of HPC benchmarks, and
a state-of-the-art Quantum simulator.

CPU-GPU Unified Memory. Before Grace Hopper, software-
based systems for unified CPU-GPUmemory have been extensively
studied on Nvidia GPUs. The overhead of using UVM has been iden-
tified to be notably induced by data eviction [2], and page fault
handling [14]. The prefetching mechanism in play in UVM is de-
tailed by Ganguly et al. [9]. Other prefetching strategies have been
proposed to improve performance of UVM [12, 16]. The effective-
ness of explicit user-initiated prefetching and software hints to
guide data placement has also been evaluated [6]. Ganguly et al.
[10] proposed a delayed migration strategy, based on memory ac-
cesses, to move frequently-accessed pages to the GPU. Gayatri et al.
[11] evaluates the previous generation of NVLink CPU-GPU inter-
connect by comparing the performance of Unified Memory using
Address Translation Service (ATS) with CUDA managed memory.
This work focuses on new hardware-enabled mechanisms available
on Grace Hopper, such as the system-level page table and automatic
access counter-based page migrations.

Heterogeneous Memory System. With the emergence of dif-
ferent memory technologies, extensive works have explored various
designs of heterogeneous memory systems on HPC platforms [24,
25, 31, 32]. Data placement among the multiple memory tiers is
crucial to efficiently leverage heterogeneous memory systems. Ex-
tensive works have proposed runtime and OS solutions to optimize
data movement and memory management in heterogeneous mem-
ory systems [1, 5, 7, 13, 18, 34]. These works, in general, aim at
placing frequently-accessed pages in higher-performance memory,
and rely on either page tables or performance hardware counters
to quantify page accesses within acceptable overhead. On Grace
Hopper, we focus on its counter-based migration strategy and pro-
vide in-depth understanding of this strategy. Other works propose
solutions for leveraging heterogeneous memory systems in spe-
cific application domains, such as deep learning applications [28],
molecular dynamics simulations [33], and plasma physics simula-
tions [27].

9 CONCLUSION
This work provides an in-depth study of integrated CPU-GPU sys-
tem memory on the Grace Hopper system. We designed and imple-
mented a set of six representative applications, including the state-
of-the-art Qiskit quantum computing simulator, using two unified
memory management strategies – system-allocated memory and
CUDA-managed memory. Leveraging a memory utilization profiler
and hardware counters, we quantified and characterized the impact
of the integrated CPU-GPU system page table. Our study focuses
on key factors, including first-touch policy, page table entry initial-
ization, page sizes, and page migration, and identifies optimization
strategies for different access patterns. Our results show that as a
new solution for unified memory, the system-allocated memory
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can benefit most use cases, with minimal porting efforts. Future
works will need a deep understanding of the access counter-based
migration on diverse workloads for exploiting this new unified
memory system.
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